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Grades 4-5

The Secret Garden of George
Washington Carver
by Gene Barretta
A picture book account inspired by George

Washington Carver’s secret childhood

garden. It helped him develop a love of

nature that shaped his achievements as a

botanist, scientist and inventor.

Sharice's Big Voice: a Native Kid
Becomes a Congresswoman
by Sharice Davids
A picture book autobiography tells the

remarkable story of Sharice Davids, one of

the first Native American women elected to Congress and the

first LGBTQ congressperson to represent Kansas.

Crossings: Extraordinary
Structures for Extraordinary
Animals
by Katy Duffield
An exploration of animal crossings built by

animal lovers around the world to help

animals cross over, under, and around human construction.

Faraway Things
by Dave Eggers
Lucian enjoys searching the beach below his

home for treasure. After becoming attached

to a mysterious cutlass, he meets its owner,

who offers something greater for its return.

Super Puzzletastic Mysteries
by Chris Grabenstein
An anthology of short interactive stories by

such leading Mystery Writers of America

contributors as Stuart Gibbs, Lamar Giles

and Bruce Hale features such characters as

a hapless superhero and a stolen squirrel

monkey while inviting readers to try to solve

each mystery themselves.

With Great Power : the Marvelous
Stan Lee
by Annie Hunter Eriksen
What if anyone--even an ordinary kid--could

be a superhero? For Stan Lee, it was books

of adventure, monsters, and magic that

helped him transform from an ordinary boy

to a superstar MARVEL superhero creator.

The Cat Man of Aleppo
by Irene Latham
The Caldecott Honor-winning true story of

Mohammad Alaa Aljaleel, who in the midst

of the Syrian Civil War courageously offered

safe haven to Aleppo's abandoned cats.

Saving Fiona: The Story of the
World's Most Famous Baby Hippo
by Thane Maynard
Describes the life of Fiona, a baby

hippopotamus who was born prematurely

and raised by humans at the Cincinnati Zoo,

and details how the hippo became a worldwide Internet

sensation.
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Read-alouds

Grades 4-5

Fly, Girl, Fly! : Shaesta Waiz Soars
Around the World
by Nancy Roe Pimm
A picture book biography of the first and

youngest Afghan woman in history to circle

the globe in a single-engine aircraft. Former

refugee Shaesta Waiz made a new life in

America and overcame gender stereotypes

and a fear of flying to pursue education and set a world record.

On Account of the Gum
by Adam Rex
A tale of wordplay and humor, a family

resorts to increasingly wacky measures to

get a wad of gum unstuck from a kid’s hair,

causing everything from butter and scissors

to the vacuum and a pet cat to become

impossibly, hilariously entangled.

Pies from Nowhere: How Georgia
Gilmore Sustained the
Montgomery Bus Boycott
by Dee Romito
This stunning picture book examines the life

of Georgia Gilmore, a hidden figure of

history who played a critical role in the Civil

Rights Movement and used her passion for baking to help the

Montgomery Bus Boycott achieve its goal.

Born Hungry : Julia Child Becomes
"The French Chef"
by Alex Prud'Homme
How did Julia Child become one of

America's most celebrated and beloved

chefs? Her grandnephew reveals her story in

this picture book that Jacques Pepin calls a

"vivid portrait . . . an enjoyable read."

Salma the Syrian Chef
by Ahmad Danny Ramadan
When Salma wants to cheer her mother up

by cooking a homemade Syrian meal, the

staff and other newcomers in her welcome

center are happy to lend a hand.

Hidden Figures: The True Story of
Four Black Women and the Space
Race
by Margot Lee Shetterly
Explores the previously uncelebrated but

pivotal contributions of NASA's African

American women mathematicians to

America's space program, describing how Jim Crow laws

segregated them despite their groundbreaking successes.

Sugar in Milk
by Thrity N. Umrigar
Struggling to adjust to her new home in

America, a young girl from India reflects on a

cultural story about how Persians were once

shunned from a Western India kingdom

before they proved that they could enhance

as well as integrate into regional society.

If I Built a School
by Chris Van Dusen
A lively companion to If I Built a Car depicts

a young boy's creative imaginings of a dream

school complete with hover desks, pop-up

textbooks, a robot cafeteria chef and a

trampoline basketball court.

Jump at the Sun: The True Life
Tale of Unstoppable Storycatcher
Zora Neale Hurston
by Alicia Williams
The Newbery Honor-winning author of

Genesis Begins Again offers a picture book

rendering of Zora Neale Hurston’s childhood

to illuminate the rich natural-world and cultural experiences

that shaped her education and career as a storyteller.

If Tigers Disappeared
by Lily Williams
What would happen if tigers disappeared?

Find out in this fifth book in the award-

winning If Animals Disappeared series that

imagines the consequences of a world without tigers.
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